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Abstract: In recent years, the inclusion of computational thinking in education has become very
important. This is a response to the needs of the evolution of our society and the skills demanded
in students to obtain practical and integrated training. For this reason, the educational inclusion of
these types of practices, strategies, and skills has been the subject of study in recent years. However,
it is equally important to prepare and analyse the initial training of future teachers in this area.
This research paper presents an empirical experience in which the degree of development of skills
associated with computational thinking in preservice primary teachers is examined. For this purpose,
programming practices with Scratch were carried out with a total of 149 students of primary education
university degrees as part of their training in mathematics education. An experiment was designed
for a control group and an experimental group with initial and final measurements using a validated
diagnostic instrument consisting of 30 questions associated with computational concepts and their
application: a computational thinking test. The result of the experience is positive, as a more
significant improvement was observed in the experimental group, which was also accompanied by
the impressions, provided by participants, that point in a positive, useful, and practical direction in
terms of the development of this type of educational practice being relevant enough to introduce to
the teaching and learning process of mathematics.

Keywords: computational thinking; mathematics; primary education; scratch

1. Introduction

The importance of developing computational thinking as a curricular element reflects
the needs that society is demanding, both from our students and teachers, and has been
linked to the technological development that has characterised all sectors of our daily
lives [1]. Obviously, not all professions that our students will enter in the near future
will be developed using computers or any programmable technology [2], but the current
conceptualisation of computational thinking goes beyond learning to program or carrying
out processes using a computer: it addresses and develops the processes and skills needed
to pose and solve complex problems [3].

When talking about computational thinking, it is essential to refer to the contributions
made to the field of computer science by the American engineer Jannette Wing. Her
contributions, given in the paper presented at the ACM (Association for Computing
Machinery of the United States) in 2006, marked a very important starting point for much of
the research carried out over the last 15 years. In this work, Wing establishes computational
thinking as a set of universally applicable skills that every student should develop in
the educational stage, highlighting the fact that it should not be considered an exclusive
competence of a computer scientist [4]. As a background to this important theoretical
note on the concept of computational thinking and the importance of incorporating it
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into the school environment as part of an active curriculum, it is worth highlighting the
framework provided by diSessa [5] in his book Changing Minds. Here, the author establishes
a conceptual basis for approaching computer literacy. He formalises the idea of computers
as the basis for a new form of literacy with the power to be introduced across subjects,
content, and subject areas. From this point on, many definitions and contextualisations
have followed in an attempt to reach a consensus on both the definition and the conceptual
framework of computational thinking. In very general terms, Hemmendiger [6] gives
a definition for computational thinking as the action of thinking like an economist, a
physicist, or an artist and understanding how to use computation to solve problems
and create and discover new questions that can be explored. Subsequently, Wing went
on to establish a definition by making another more generic contribution, saying that
computational thinking is a thinking process used to formulate a problem and express
its solution or solutions in terms that a computer can effectively apply [7]. At the end of
this decade, the formal definition of computational thinking was still without a definitive
consensus. It remained an open topic of ongoing discussion, but there was still agreement
that computational thinking includes algorithmic thinking, handling multiple levels of
abstraction, decomposing problems into smaller parts, and representing data through
models [8]. More recently, making an analysis of research works in the literature on
computational thinking and its definition, Moreno et al. [9] proposed a definition in which
it is conceived as the ability to formulate and represent problems in order to solve them
through the use of the tools, concepts, and practices of the computer science discipline,
such as abstraction, decomposition, or the use of simulations.

In reference to a conceptual framework, among others, the one provided by Grover
and Pea [10] stands out. In it, computational thinking is positioned as a mediating element
in STEM practices. This conceptual framework establishes a series of elements, divided
into concepts and practices, which help to understand what computational thinking is and
what reasoning process it involves. Computational thinking concepts include logic and
logical thinking, algorithms and algorithmic thinking, patterns and pattern recognition,
abstraction and generalisation, evaluation, and automation. The computational thinking
practices referred to in this conceptual framework attempt to approximate the work that a
computer scientist can perform when confronted with the need to problem solve. Included
within this category are the decomposition of a problem, the creation of computational
artefacts, testing and debugging, repeated improvement, collaboration, and creativity.

In addition to the different successions and conceptions of computational thinking, in
order to be able to work effectively in the classroom and carry out an adequate curricular
inclusion, it is important to address the assessment of this type of skill in empirical research,
using different measurement tools validated by experts that allow teachers to analyse the
learning process and the acquisition of a student’s skills [11]. If we consider differentiating
types of tools for assessing computational thinking, we can find an initial categorisation [12]
based on the elements addressed and the approach or format presented for their results,
with the following types being differentiated:

1. Summative CP tools, among which aptitude tests and tools for assessing content
knowledge can be distinguished.

2. Training-iterative tools are resources that provide automatic feedback to users to
improve their computational practices and are usually specific to a programming
language or environment.

3. Computational thinking skills transfer tools. These tools look at how computational
thinking skills acquired through practice can be applied to different types of real-life
problems.

4. Perceptual scales of computational thinking attitudes, which are used to determine
the levels acquired in different skills.

5. Computational thinking vocabulary assessments, which are used to measure verbally
expressed elements and the dimensions of computational thinking.
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Sometimes, it will be interesting to combine different assessment tools in order to
have a more complete picture of the acquisition of skills and the learning progress of our
students [13].

Regarding the inclusion of computational thinking in educational practices in the
process of learning and teaching mathematics, numerous studies have focused on different
topics such as geometry and angular measures, fractions, proportions, or problem-solving.
For example, Lindh and Holgersson [14] obtained positive results when developing logical
and mathematical problem-solving processes using educational robotics kits. Similarly,
Nugent et al. [15] showed a positive impact on the learning of mathematics and geospatial
concepts in 12–14-year-olds using robotics kits and geolocation technology to develop
programming activities.

Similarly, positive results are found in works such as Song [16] when it comes to
including practices with Scratch in secondary education to work on aspects related, for
example, to trigonometry through a game-based methodology. Calder [17] also showed
ways to work on mathematical concepts and ideas in geometry and measurement through
Scratch projects. Within the same mathematics topic, geometry, the work of Iskrenovic-
Momcilovic [18] analyses the influence that the inclusion of Scratch has on learning basic
geometry concepts compared with traditional work on these mathematical contents, making
them more interesting and attractive for students.

Chiang [19], for his part, showed positive results in the process of solving equations
for secondary education students by working on this subject through an experience based
on the construction of a game with Scratch. Taylor et al. [20] showed how the use of Scratch
can encourage cooperative work in the problem-solving processes by setting goals and
checking ideas worked on in the mathematics learning process. Lie et al. [21] also analysed
and showed the relationship established when working on programming concepts with
Scratch, mathematical reasoning, and the problem-solving process; Vidal-Silva et al. [22]
analysed how the use of Scratch in Primary Education students enables the development of
algorithmic reasoning and logical–mathematical skills in an effective way. In the same line,
to reinforce the problem-solving process, Molina et al. [23] offered positive evidence of how
working with Scratch helps improve the implementation of Polya’s method for solving
mathematical problems.

These examples show that it is an effective tool for more participatory practices, as it
reinforces basic skills in this subject and allows for the development of skills such as the use
of patterns, abstraction, decomposition, or algorithmic thinking [24]. But it is also worth
highlighting the importance of providing a new scenario for developing these skills; this
includes an important motivational factor, which is key for the effective transmission of
cognitive skills [25]. This is based on the close link between mathematical reasoning and
computational thinking, a relationship that always generates some discussion [26]. This
approach makes it possible to develop mathematical content through an integrative and
transversal learning experience, making room for the development of competencies beyond
the merely mathematical and facilitating much more complete and practical training of our
students [27].

The importance of developing computational thinking skills in students at different
educational levels is widely accepted, and their academic inclusion is necessary at different
levels of both primary and secondary education [11,28,29]. Currently, we can find many
studies that analyse different work processes in which these types of skills are developed
in a cross-cutting manner and integrated into the curriculum. But for the development of
different skills and abilities to be carried out effectively in our students, it is important that
teacher training is adequate in order to avoid, among other things, situations where their
implementation depends on the personal perspective of each teacher, resulting in multiple
practical applications that can have different repercussions in the training of students.

In the report prepared by the European Commission, which analyses the effects of the
formal inclusion of computational thinking in different countries of the European Union
between 2016 and 2021, it is stated that curricular inclusion should be carried out at all
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educational levels in a comprehensive manner in order to articulate an integration strategy
from primary education to the end of compulsory education in a progressive manner
and in accordance with each age group [30]. The importance of teacher training is also
raised, especially for those teachers who are less familiar with the use of computational
thinking resources, to ensure professional development in this field. Specifically, in the
Spanish education system, this aspect is of particular interest in view of the importance of
computational thinking in the current educational legislation regulating minimum teaching
in primary education [31]. In what can be described as essential skills for any student, which
are the key competencies derived from the European reference framework [26], we find
digital competence. This competence refers to students acquiring correct problem-solving
literacy and computational and critical thinking. In addition, in a more concrete way, this is
reflected in the description of different specific competencies by defining the performance
of each student in an area, domain, or subject when working with basic knowledge. Within
the specifications for the teaching of mathematics, in the new law of education [32], one
of the main organisational axes is problem-solving, a process that can be addressed and
related to computational thinking [33,34]. As in the general description, it is also included in
specific competencies in order to establish a relationship with the output profile. Similarly,
this concept of computational thinking appears to define different assessment criteria and
basic knowledge in the different cycles of primary education. Therefore, it is understood
that there is a need for both initial and continuous training for Primary Education teachers
to help them acquire the necessary concepts to develop computational thinking practices in
an integrated manner in the curriculum.

Teacher training in this field has certain limitations [35], so it is necessary to update
the skills of future teachers in this area [36] in order to adapt to the needs that education
demands today, with the overall challenge being the professional development of teachers
whose skills enable them to bring computational thinking into the primary and secondary
education classroom [37]. There are indications of the benefits of including computational
thinking practices in initial teacher training so they can acquire the necessary knowledge in
this field and be able to apply it in the classroom. However, this requires the involvement
not only of computer science teachers but also of teachers working in different areas who
acquire the necessary knowledge in this field [38]. It is important for trainee teachers to
analyse and understand what computational thinking is in the context of the subject they
want to work on, and it is necessary for them to have a thorough knowledge of both their
own discipline and the different concepts of computational thinking that students can learn
in the classroom [39]. Therefore, the question of how to develop computational thinking
skills in initial teacher education is an important topic for which research is timely and
necessary [40].

In this regard, we can find research such as that of Yadav et al. [41], which is based on
attitudinal questionnaires to analyse the perception and knowledge that future teachers
may have regarding computational thinking, using questions and activities that show
the main associated computational concepts. Other studies also analyse these aspects
as well as how computational thinking can be integrated into different disciplines [42].
But the present research work, in addition to these types of issues, analyses the degree
of development of different computational thinking skills through integrated activities in
the context of mathematics teaching in initial teacher education. For this purpose, a series
of practices have been carried out with the block programming language Scratch, which
allows teachers to work with methodologies based on the use of digital devices for learning
mathematics while addressing different computational concepts [24].

To measure the degree of development of these computational thinking skills, a
validated tool called the computational thinking test (CT-test) has been used [43]. The
aim of this tool is to measure the ability to create and solve problems based on basic
programming concepts and the use of the logical syntax of these languages such as loops,
functions, variables, or conditionals [44]. This test is one of the most popular tools and
is based on an evaluation with a block programming language, although it is not linked
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to any particular programme [45]. In its basic format, the test address computational
concepts such as the use of basic directions and sequences, repeating loops with or without
conditionals, simple and compound conditionals (yes, yes–no), “while” conditionals, and
simple functions. These concepts are associated with the standards provided by the
Computer Science Teacher Association, which are continuously revised and adapted, and
based on the Brennan and Resnick [46] framework, cited in the introduction. Depending
on the level of education at which the tool is to be used, there are different versions. In the
case of higher levels, such as high school or first-year university studies, it is convenient
to use the version of the computational thinking test that includes Bebras problems. Such
problems are based on the so-called Bebras competition, an international event that takes
place online every year and whose aim is to promote computational thinking. It also allows
for analysis as to whether computational thinking skills are correctly applied or transferred
to everyday situations [47]. The test validation process was carried out with a group of 20
experts, 14 men and 6 women, from various research groups and associations related to the
promotion and development of computational thinking in education [29].

If we look at similar studies carried out in Spain, we can highlight the one by Esteve-
Mon et al. [36], whose work showed positive results in the development of computational
thinking after carrying out an intervention with educational robotics resources with un-
plugged, playing, making, and remixing activities with university education students. In a
similar vein, Dodero et al. [48] discussed the impact of the inclusion of block programming
resources in the initial training of teachers of different disciplines, highlighting the potential
that future teachers see in this type of tool. In this sense, González and Muñoz-Repiso [49]
highlighted the motivation of future teachers to include educational robotics resources
in early childhood education to achieve curricular objectives. In order to continue in the
same line of work as previous experiences, this paper analyses the degree of acquisition of
the competencies associated with computational thinking by students in the second year
of their primary education degrees as part of the didactics of numerical operations and
measurement subject. The main aim of this study is to see to what extent the necessary
knowledge of this subject is acquired through various programming practices using the
visual programming language Scratch and the conception that future teachers have of
the application of this type of practice with primary education students. Likewise, as
part of initial teacher training, the aim of this type of practice is to promote new ways of
teaching mathematics in the classroom through educational practices with a transversal
and integrated approach.

2. Materials and Methods

The starting point of this work is to analyse the degree of development of computa-
tional thinking skills in primary education students working with Scratch. It also analyses
the perspective that the use of this type of resource and the development of the associated
skills benefits future teachers when looking for new ways of teaching mathematics in accor-
dance with the needs of today’s society. To analyse these aspects, an empirical experience
was designed in which the participants had to carry out a series of practices with Scratch
and some error correction challenges.

The specific objectives of this work are as follows:

O1. To analyse the degree of development of different computational competencies by
carrying out a series of practices with Scratch.

O2. To assess the perception of these types of educational practices and resources in the
initial training of future teachers.

O3. To promote the use of new methodologies and learning strategies by working on
computational thinking in a transversal way in the teaching of mathematics.

To carry out this empirical process, we worked with a mixed methodology [50] in
which the quantitative analysis was carried out with the CT-test. The aim of this tool is to
measure the ability to create and solve problems based on basic programming concepts
and the use of the logical syntax of these languages such as loops, functions, variables,
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or conditionals [44]. As we mentioned before, this test is one of the most popular tools
based on an evaluation with a block programming language, although it is not linked
to any particular programme [45]. The test is composed of 28 multiple-choice questions
differentiated into categories that address computational concepts such as the use of
basic directions and sequences, repeating loops with or without conditionals, simple and
compound conditionals (yes, yes–no), “while” conditionals, and simple functions. The
test is an individual response test in which each question has four possible options with
only one correct one. For this experiment, we used the Bebras composite CT-test with
Bebras tasks, consisting of a total of 30 questions. To create this test from the original
CT-test, we selected the 20 most discriminative items [51] and added 4 extra difficulty
items and a selection of 6 Bebras tasks [47]. These tasks are not a measuring instrument
per se; they do not measure aptitude, but they are valid for measuring “competence” in
a sense similar to the way different skills are measured in a PISA test [52]. According to
Román-González [51], these tasks do not focus on measuring computational thinking in
a pure aptitudinal state, but rather on measuring how the subject is able to transfer this
computational thinking to everyday and meaningful problems.

These data are supported by those obtained from a qualitative process using a survey
to find out the impressions of the participants, which will help to know the classroom
reality from the point of view of its protagonists, both students and teachers, in order
to understand our object of study by analysing the perceptions and interpretations of
the people involved in this work [53]. This combination of qualitative and quantitative
techniques provides results characterised by a complementary perspective for the analysis
of the different objects of study characterised in this work [54].

The empirical process was developed using a quasi-experimental design, with a non-
equivalent control group and pre-test and post-test measures [55]. The qualitative process
was carried out with a questionnaire in which aspects referring to the development of the
practices, the characteristics of each of the tasks carried out, and general aspects of the use
and application of computational thinking practices for primary education were collected.

The study was carried out with a total of 149 students of the primary education degree
programme taking the didactics of numerical operations and measurement subjects. The
sample is distributed as shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Distribution of participants.

Men Women Total

Control group 17 53 70

Experimental group 20 59 79

Total 37 112 149

Participants have a basic level of technological knowledge, in general aspects, but no
specific knowledge of computational thinking or related practices in this field.

Development of the Experience

For the experimental group, the experience was carried out for a total of five sessions:
two of 90 min and three of one hour each. In the first session, an introduction was given
to explain what computational thinking is and its importance as an educational resource
for primary education. Subsequently, a pre-test followed using the tool mentioned above,
and during the following three sessions, practical work with Scratch was carried out.
Firstly, there was an activity called Animate Your Name, the aim of which was simply to
familiarise students with the working environment while introducing simple programming
elements such as repetition loops. With a mathematical approach, elements such as angular
measurements or the coordinates of the Cartesian plane were also used to define certain
animations. In the second practice, participants learned to define interactive elements
and to work with concepts such as parallelism or conditional “if, if not” loops. The third
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practice consisted of creating an animated story but focused on drawing a square on the
screen from the coordinates of the four vertices. To do this, the participants used different
functions of the programme while working on a very important concept in the field of
programming and problem-solving: decomposition. Finally, they practised creating a game
to hunt for objects that appear randomly on the screen. This simple idea allowed them to
work with the use of variables to store the score obtained, parallelism, conditional loops,
and plane coordinates, among other things. All the practices were focused on addressing
the different concepts that are worked on in the computational thinking test in an integrated
way and with activities that can be contextualised in the educational field since one of the
objectives of the empirical experience is to promote the use of new methodologies and
learning strategies in mathematics by developing computational thinking.

From the second practical session onwards, the students had to solve a series of
exercises designed to correct errors in a code similar to the activities proposed in class. The
aim was to find a more autonomous application for what they had learnt in the practical
sessions so that they could internalise the concepts they had worked on.

The final session was used to raise doubts, correct mistakes made by some participants,
and complete the final test.

The control groups took the initial and final test on the same dates as the experimental
groups thanks to coordination between the teachers of both groups.

3. Results

The results obtained by both the experimental and control groups in the test carried
out at the beginning and end of the experiment can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. The boxplot
data (Figure 2) are presented in Table 2.

Figure 1. Average scores obtained by participants with the CT-test (score range: 0–30), initial test on
blue, final test on red.
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Figure 2. Boxplot of the scores (see Table 2) obtained.

Table 2. Boxplot data of CT-test scores.

PRE (Exp.) POST (Exp.) PRE (Ctrl.) POST (Ctrl.)

Upper End 26 28 26 29

Lower End 9 12 9 10

1st Quartile 15 18 14 16

3rd Quartile 20.5 23.5 21 22

Medium 17 21 17.5 18

The results show that in both the experimental and control groups there was an
improvement in the score obtained in the final test compared with the initial one, although
that of the experimental group was more significant. It is understood that the group used
as the control group will always show some improvement simply by taking the test a
second time, as the participants have the chance to ask themselves again about some doubts
they may have had when taking the test and improve some of their answers. The average
difference between the initial and final test for the control group was 1.3, while for the
experimental group, it was 2.5, so the practical intervention clearly had a significant effect
on the development of the skills analysed with this test. The data of the experimental
group obtained in the pre-test and post-test have a standard deviation of 3.7 and 3.9 points,
respectively, while the data of the control group obtained in both tests have a standard
deviation of 4.2 and 4.4 points each.

The computational thinking test has questions differentiated by the use of directions,
loops, conditionals, and functions, which allows for a more detailed observation of the
results. With this, we saw that, in the final test, a greater number of correct answers were
been given by the experimental group, and in comparison with the control group, in the
questions referring to directions and loops. These correspond to the first 12 questions of
the test, and it can be understood that these are the structures and instructions that have
been repeated the most in the practices carried out during the practical phase.

3.1. Statistical Assumptions

In order to consider the validity of these data, the values obtained in the correspond-
ing statistical analysis are shown below. Using PSPP statistical software, the difference
between the data obtained in the initial and final test was analysed to obtain information
regarding the homogeneity of variances and their normal distribution (Table 3). Related
to homogeneity, we obtained a Levene’s statistic of 3.29 with a significance value of 0.072,
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which is greater than 0.05 (p-value of statistical significance) [56]. With these data, we
accepted that the distribution of the control and experimental groups adjust to a normal
distribution and that there is a similarity between the variances given the significance value
obtained in Levene’s test.

Table 3. Normal distribution of groups.

Value

N 149

Media 2.39

Standard deviation 3.39

More extreme differences absolute 0.12

More extreme differences positive 0.12

More extreme differences negative −0.08

Kolmogorov–Smirnov’s Z 1.42

Sig. asst. (two-tailed) 0.026

Likewise, a normal distribution of the differences obtained between the two groups
can be accepted thanks to the value obtained in the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, with an
asymptotic significance of 0.026, which is less than 0.05. Therefore, a normal distribution of
this sample can be accepted, having obtained a confidence interval of 95%.

In addition, the independence between the observations of each group can be accepted,
as well as the random observation within each group, since we worked with separate groups
of students who did not have any interactions in the usual daily work in the classroom
or during the development of the empirical experience. Since the homogeneity of the
groups, the normality of the samples, and the independence of the observations have
been established, to conclude, these differences are significant, and a comparison should
be made with the one-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) [57]. When comparing the
groups, a significance value of less than 0.05 was obtained (Table 4), which indicates that
the difference between the two groups is statistically significant, since a 95% confidence
interval rules out the null hypothesis that the groups are equal.

Table 4. ANOVA analysis.

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sign.

Between groups 176.34 1 176.34 16.97 0.000

Intra groups 1527.81 147 10.39

Total 1704.15 148

3.2. Qualitative Evidence

As mentioned above, in the work process, the quantitative data and the results ob-
tained are supported by qualitative evidence obtained through a questionnaire in which
the participants were able to provide their impressions on different aspects related to
the development of the experience. This combination is the pillar of a mixed research
method [58] and helps researchers understand and analyse a situation from a multidimen-
sional perspective with the necessary reliability and validity [59]. Therefore, thanks to the
responses collected from the participants, we can provide consistency to the positive results
obtained in the quantitative process. The vast majority of the questions reflect a very good
reception of the practices carried out by the participants, as they see it as a very interesting
resource to be included in a transversal way in the last years of primary education. Below,
we highlight some of the comments collected:
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“It will enable children to develop critical thinking and problem-solving strategies
that they may encounter throughout their school years and life” (Student 27)

“It is also enhanced by increased creativity, communication, participation and
motivation” (Student 39)

In addition, this vision can be extended to include it as a resource for working on mathe-
matics content, with the following being the most noteworthy of the responses collected:

“With it we can create games to learn mathematics, and thus motivate students in
this subject, in addition, with the basic Scratch controls such as moving towards
x number, negative and positive numbers for commands, among others, we are
already working on mathematics” (Student 22)

It is understood that future teachers see the potential of this resource to help develop
computational thinking skills in the process of teaching and learning mathematics learning
from an integrated perspective. An important aspect that has helped us understand the
development of the practices carried out was whether it was easy or difficult to work with
this tool. The participants offered different opinions, such as the following:

“At the beginning it was difficult for me to use the application because I didn’t
know it and I had never used it before, but once you start creating projects, you
get to know how it works a bit more and it is not so complicated” (Student 6)

This suggests that they see this type of resource as important in their teacher training.

“I consider it to be fundamental, as it provides us with a series of knowledge
and technological resources suitable for the creation of a series of situations that
allow us to connect with students and provide them with an education adapted
to change” (Student 43)

Finally, it is important to know whether learning and developing these kinds of skills
during initial teacher education will have an impact on their future work. The vast majority
of the participants said that, yes, they want to use them in the higher grades of primary
education when they are teaching.

“Definitely. In fact, in my opinion, it is a resource that can be used in all grades,
even with the supervision of a teacher or a close relative, because of its high
percentage of enriching learning” (Student 8)

“Yes, because they will be able to be closer to ICTs, which are so present in their
daily lives, and address mathematical questions through them” (Student 28)

4. Discussion and Conclusions

With all that has been explained in the previous sections, the positive effect of the
inclusion of practices with Scratch to promote computational thinking skills in primary
school students is clear. In general, based on the results of the computational thinking test,
general computational thinking skills applied to the use of a visual or block programming
language have been improved. Thanks to the activities carried out in the practical phase,
the positive differences between the initial and final test regarding the use of instructions to
use or define directional movements and the use of repetition structures or loops stand out.

In addition to this result, which refers to the first objective of this empirical study, the
perception that future teachers have of this type of educational resource and the importance
of its transversal inclusion for learning mathematics is also in line with this. Seeing that they
positively developed the competencies needed to implement these educational strategies
and identified them as an important factor for a complete and integrated education in the
social context for our pupils, this suggests that this type of content is important for initial
teacher training.

Coinciding with other studies that indicate that the technological practices for trainee
teachers are beneficial for subsequent implementation in the school environment [60],
these results point to a need to include the development of computational thinking and to
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learn about educational resources that facilitate it within the curricula of future teachers
in primary education. This approach is related to the words of McComas [61], who
points out that it is an imperative need in our society to prepare teachers to effectively
develop competencies and address content through an appropriate curriculum. This idea
is complemented by the conclusions of Gabriele et al. [62], who extend this to initial teacher
training in order to prepare them to develop 21st-century competencies and skills in our
students. Furthermore, participants have highlighted the beneficial aspect of this type
of practice, as they favour the development and implementation of innovative learning
methodologies and strategies, with teacher training being a very important context for this
point [63,64].

For future research, it would be interesting to replicate this type of intervention with
primary education students but broaden the methodological approach to analyse how they
can carry out the implementation of this type of resource in the classroom during a teaching
practice period. This could help give more solidity to the conclusions obtained regarding
the skills developed in initial teacher training on computational thinking and the best way
to apply it in the classroom. Moreover, this establishes a starting point for linking initial
teacher training with the development of their work in the classroom and the need for
adequate continuous training by different educational administrations.
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